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Abstract: This paper presents the result of experiments conducted in mesh networks on different routing algorithms, traffic generation
schemes and switching schemes. A new network on chip (NoC) topology based on partial interconnection of mesh network is proposed
and a routing algorithm supporting the proposed architecture is developed. The proposed architecture is similar to standard mesh
networks, where four extra bidirectional channels are added which remove the congestion and hotspots compared to standard mesh
networks with fewer channels. Significant improvement in delay (60 % reduction) and throughput (60% increase) was observed using
the proposed network and routing when compared with the ideal mesh networks. An increase in number of channels makes the switches
expensive and could increase the area and power consumption. However, the proposed network can be useful in high speed applications
with some compromise on area and power.
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1 Introduction

On chip interconnection architecture is commonly based
on dedicated wires or shared busses. As reported in [1–5],
it will not be possible for the dedicated wires and shared
busses to fulfill the communication requirements of future
integrated circuits (ICs). As the system complexity in-
creases the number of dedicated wires grows which means
they are effective only for small core systems. Also there
are issues of poor reusability and flexibility with dedicated
wires. A shared bus can be more scalable and reusable com-
pared to dedicated wires but it cannot support the commu-
nication parallelism and bandwidth requirements of multi
core systems[6,7].

Network on chips (NoCs) have emerged as a solution to
the existing interconnection architecture constraints[8−10]

for building scalable multi-core/multiprocessors systems on
chip (SoC) due to the following characteristics: 1) energy ef-
ficiency and reliability[3], 2) scalability of bandwidth when
compared to traditional bus architectures, 3) reusability,
and 4) distributed routing decisions[4,5]. NoC is an on-chip
interconnection network[4] composed by cores (IP blocks)
connected to switches (routers) which are in turn con-
nected among themselves by communication channels. Two
main resources that compose NoCs are buffers and chan-
nels. To increase the resources allocation for each packet,
a physical channel is multiplexed into a number of virtual
channels[4, 5]. Each virtual channel has one or more buffers
which provide multiple buffers for each physical channel.
The performance of NoC with virtual channels can be eval-
uated and the important parameters can be fixed by the
designers for specific applications[10].

The main steps of an NoC design are architecture spec-
ification, traffic modeling, and performance evaluation. In
this paper, a new NoC architecture (partially connected
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mesh topology) and a suitable routing algorithm for the new
architecture are proposed. We start with the description of
architecture requirements of NoCs in Section 2. In Section
3, an 8 × 8 mesh network is evaluated on various routing
algorithms, traffic and switching schemes. We use Noxim
simulator[11] in this section for performance evaluation to
identify the best NoC architecture supporting low latency
and high throughput. Here we used few important existing
schemes in our evaluation. In Section 4, partially connected
mesh network topology and a routing scheme for this topol-
ogy is proposed. This proposed architecture and routing
algorithm is compared with the best configured mesh net-
work architecture obtained in Section 3. We used Nirgam
simulator[12] to build the proposed architecture and rout-
ing scheme, the simulator was modified to support the new
topology and routing scheme.

2 Architechture specification

Important parameters that define NoC architecture are
1) topology, 2) switching and control logic, and 3) routing
algorithm. Topology defines the way routers are connected.
Mesh and torus networks are shown in Fig. 1, where each
box represents a tile in the network. NoC is shown as a
two dimensional interconnection of tiles (or nodes). Gen-
erally each tile has an IP core connected to routers/switch
through a bidirectional channel responsible for communica-
tion between the switch and its local IP core. Also, each tile
is connected to neighboring tiles through four bidirectional
channels: East, West, North and South. In a standard mesh
network, each corner tile has two neighbors, border tile has
three neighbors and others have four neighbor tiles. Each
tile can be identified by a unique integer tile ID and x-y
coordinates, as shown in Fig. 1.
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(c)

Fig. 1 Network architectures: (a) Mesh network; (b) Torus net-

work; (c) Single tile of a mesh network withbidirectionalchannels

How packets move through the routers is decided by
switching mode and controller. All the tiles have an in-
put channel controller, output channel controller and a vir-
tual channel allocator (VCA) for each neighbor. VCA ser-
vices the request for virtual channel allocation from all in-
put channel controllers. Each tile has one controller which
enables router to service all requests from input channel
controllers. Under heavy load conditions, dynamic routing
can be applied while static routing architecture can be ap-
plied to save area[13]. Inter-router packet routing schemes
like store-and-forward[14], virtual cut-through and worm-
hole routing can be applied[15]. In store-and-forward rout-
ing, a received packet is immediately stored and forwarded
by the router resulting in lower network contentions but
with increased latency and area occupied by the buffers
used during storage. Lower latency is possible with vir-
tual cut-through routing where each packet is sent only if

the next router can store it but buffer requirement can be a
problem. Wormhole routing[16,17] was designed to overcome
these difficulties while offering similar network latency[18].
In wormhole routing, each packet is divided into a number
of flits (flow control digits) for transmission. All flits use
the same route which is determined by the first flit called
header flit. If the header flit finds a blocked channel in its
path, it waits until that channel is free. The trailing flits
are also blocked in the flit buffers of the channel acquired by
the packet. In other words, the channel is reserved for the
whole packet. The channel is released when the last or tail
flit has been transmitted on the channel. This technique
requires a lower buffer memory in comparison to virtual
cut-through and store-and-forward routing but is subject
to head-of-line problem, since a physical channel may get
blocked and hence cannot be used for other communica-
tions.

Routing algorithm defines the path taken by the packets
from source to destination tile. Algorithms that are in cur-
rent use are dyad, fully adaptive, negative first, north last,
odd even, west first, and XY[19−31]. XY routing is a very
common routing algorithm where a packet is routed in x-
direction or y-direction, depending on the x-y coordinates
of the source and destination tile. Fully adaptive routing
is the best known algorithm which overcomes the high la-
tency and dead-lock problem associated with XY routing,
here a path is a function of network traffic. We will discuss
routing algorithms in Section 4, where a new routing algo-
rithm is proposed for the new NoC topology. Traffic genera-
tion scheme defines the structure of data transmission from
source to destination tile. Traffic modeling is governed by
three parameters: packet spatial distribution, packet injec-
tion rate and packet size[13]. The injection rate is always
a fraction of the maximum channel bandwidth. From the
injection rates defined by the user, globally or for each IP,
a traffic generator can compute the interval between pack-
ets. Traffic patterns that are in current use are constant
bit rate, bursty, buffer level, bit reversal, shuffle, butterfly,
matrix transpose, random and complement[20−30]. In the
next section, we use Noxim simulator[11] to evaluate mesh
networks.

3 Architecture performance evaluation

We evaluate an 8 × 8 mesh network in this section on
different traffic, routing algorithms and switching schemes.
Traffic generation schemes that are considered here are bi-
treversal, butterfly, random, shuffle, transpose 1 and trans-
pose 2[20−30]. Routing algorithms that are considered are
dyad, fully adaptive, negative first, north last, odd even,
west first, and XY[20−30]. The performance is evaluated
on three different switching schemes: bufferlevel, neigh-
bors on path (NOP) and random switching. A complete
set of tests involving above mentioned traffic scenarios and
routing strategies was performed using Noxim[11], an open
source SystemC simulator of mesh-based NoC. Fig. 2 is ob-
tained by the test performed on an 8 × 8 mesh network
similar to Fig. 1 (a). The results in Fig. 2 are useful for
comparing the performance with respect to global average
delay (in cycles), global average throughput (in flits per cy-
cle per IP), maximum delay (in cycles) and total energy
consumption (in joules).
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(a) Delay, throughput and energy measurements on buffer-level switching
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(b) Delay, throughput and energy measurements on neighbors-on-path switching

(c) Delay, throughput and energy measurements on random switching

Fig. 2 Simulation results showing global average delay, throughput, maximum delay and energy consumption for an 8×8 mesh network

at: (a) Buffer-level switching; (b) Neighbors-on-path switching; (c) Random switching
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Delay is defined as the time (in clock cycles) that elapses
between the occurrence of a header flit injection into the
network at the source node and the occurrence of a tail flit
reception at the destination node. Total flits received in a
clock cycle define the throughput. The rate at which pack-
ets are injected into the network is packet injection rate
(pir), which is varied from 0.01 to 0.015 to obtain the per-
formance at different pir. A pir of 0.1 (packets/cycle/node)
means that each node sends 0.1 packets every clock cycle or
that each node sends a packet every 10 clock cycles. Poisson
packet injection distribution[11] is used in this paper. The
first in first out (FIFO) buffers have a capacity of four flits.
Each simulation was run for 10 000 cycles with a warm-up
period of 2 000 cycles after which data is collected. To guar-
antee the accuracy of results, the simulation at various pir
was repeated for twenty times.

3.1 Experimental results and discussion

For each traffic scenario, switching scheme and routing
algorithm, we obtain the average packet delay and through-
put at different pir. The maximum delay and total en-
ergy consumption was also obtained for various pir. Fig. 2
presents the simulation results at pir of 0.014, results for
different pir were obtained separately and are examined in
this section.

It was seen that in buffer level switching scheme with bi-
treversal traffic scenario, throughput of fully adaptive rout-
ing decreases rapidly when pir goes high and it falls below
XY routing′s throughput at a pir of 0.014. Also energy
consumption of XY routing reduces with increase in pir, it
falls below west first routing′s energy consumption at a pir
of 0.014. Energy consumption of fully adaptive routing also
decreases with increase in pir. When traffic scenario was
changed to shuffle, the throughput of negative first routing
decreases rapidly for pir above 0.011. Also on this traffic,
the energy consumption of fully adaptive and negative first
decreases at high pir

In random switching scheme with shuffle traffic, fully
adaptive′s and negative first′s throughput decrease rapidly
at high pir. For random traffic negative first′s maximum de-
lay goes below fully adaptive′s max delay at a pir of 0.014.
For transpose 1 and transpose 2 traffic, dyad′s energy con-
sumption falls below fully adaptive′s at high pir.

From Fig. 2 and other similar simulation results it was
found that fully adaptive routing has the smallest delay
with any combination of traffic scenarios and selection
schemes. However, for random selection scheme the de-
lay was comparable to odd-even and negative first routing
schemes as shown in Fig. 3. A comparison of delays in case
of fully adaptive routing with odd-even and negative first
routing with random switching, bitreversal and butterfly
traffics is also shown. A comparison also suggests that at
high pir odd-even routing should be used for smaller delay
penalty. It can also be found from Fig. 3 that fully adaptive
routing scheme with NOP switching and butterfly traffic re-
sults in smallest delay.

Further, energy consumption of fully adaptive routing
was also found smallest on any combination of selection
strategies and traffics. For small pir, butterfly traffic re-
sults in smallest energy consumption. However, for high
pir, random traffic with buffer level or random selection

scheme results in lowest energy consumption which can be
seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 Delay comparison

Fig. 4 Energy consumption comparison

Fully adaptive routing has the smallest maximum de-
lay with any combination of traffic scenarios and selection
schemes, except for bufferlevel and random selection with
bitreversal traffic where it is comparable to odd-even rout-
ing that offer smallest delay (see Fig. 5). As can be seen
from Fig. 5 that fully adaptive routing has smaller maxi-
mum delay at small pir but the maximum delay increases
as the pir is increased, hence odd even routing may be used
at high pir with this configuration of switching scheme and
traffic. Also, the smallest maximum delay is offered by fully
adaptive routing with NOP switching scheme and butterfly
traffic, which is plotted with respect to pir in Fig. 5.

Fully adaptive routing with transpose 1 traffic and ran-
dom switching results in highest throughput at high pir,
while at low pir highest throughput was observed for trans-
pose 1 traffic with bufferleve 1 switching, as shown in Fig. 6.
So far, fully adaptive routing with NOP switching and but-
terfly traffic has been advantageous in terms of delay and
energy consumption, we evaluate the throughput also for
the same configuration in Fig. 6. In the next section, we will
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compare the performance of proposed partially intercon-
nected mesh network with fully adaptive routing on ideal
mesh network. A new routing algorithm is developed and
applied to the proposed network in performance evaluation.

Fig. 5 Maximum delay comparison

Fig. 6 Throughput comparison

4 Proposed architecture and routing

Full mesh or fully interconnected topology is a network
topology in which all nodes are directly connected to each
other. In a fully interconnected network with n nodes, there
are n(n − 1)/2 direct links. Full mesh networks are very
costly to setup, but provide a highly reliable data trans-
fer because of the availability of multiple paths to a node.
This topology is used when there are only a small number
of nodes to be interconnected. These networks are usually
seen in military applications[32].

Partially interconnected mesh is a network topology in
which some of the nodes of the network are connected to
more than one other node in the network with a point-
to-point link. This makes it possible to take advantage
of some of the redundancy that is provided by a phys-
ical fully connected mesh topology without the expense
and complexity required for a connection between every
node in the network[32]. In this section, a new architec-
ture based on partially connected mesh topology is pro-

posed and a routing algorithm for this new topology is de-
veloped. We use Nirgam[12] simulator for evaluation. This
simulator supports both mesh and torus networks. The
simulator was modified to support the proposed new archi-
tecture and a routing algorithm was also written for the
simulator to send packets on the proposed network. In
this new architecture we add four extra bidirectional chan-
nels to each router of the mesh network, so that there are
nine bidirectional communication channels in each router
namely East, West, North, South, Local, Northeast (NE),
Southeast (SE), Northwest (NW) and Southwest (SW) (see
Fig. 7).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 NoC architecture under investigation: (a) Proposed par-

tially connected mesh topology where tiles are connected through

bidirectional channels; (b) Representation of a tile with its bi-

directional channels

The performance of NoC is evaluated on per-channel ba-
sis. Fig. 8 (a) shows representation of performance metrics
by Matlab generated graphs. R0−R15 show the placement
of tiles/routers. Red bar between R0 and R1 represents
metric for east channel from R0 to R1. Blue bar between
R0 and R1 represents metric for west channel from R1 to
R0. Green bar between R0 and R4 represents metric for
south channel from R0 to R4. Orange bar between R0 and
R4 represents metric for north channel from R4 to R0. Sim-
ilarly in Fig. 8 (b), Red bar between R1 and R4 represents
metric for Southwest channel from R1 to R4. Blue bar be-
tween R5 and R0 represents metric for Northwest channel
from R5 to R0. Green bar between R0 and R5 represents
metric for Southeast channel from R0 to R5. Orange bar
between R4 and R1 represents metric for Northeast channel
from R4 to R1.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Representation of performance metrics on per channel

basis: (a) North, south, east and west channels; (b) Northeast,

Southeast, Northwest and Southwest channels. R0–R15 repre-

sents the routers

In a standard mesh network each router/tile has four
bidirectional ports/channels for communicating with other
routers in the network and has one bidirectional channel for
communicating with the local IP attached to tile. Routing
algorithms for such network are mainly based on communi-
cation in x-direction and y-direction, using turn models that
routes the packet by turning in x-direction (using east or
west channel) or y-direction (using north or south channel).
Dead-locks in some unique cases in turn models are avoided
by prohibiting few turns while routing a packet from source
node to destination node. In the new architecture, packets
can also be routed in z-direction (NE, SE, NW and SW)
along with the usual x- and y-directions. This saves the
number of routers traversed which in turn applies the use
of free router channels by other communications. For exam-
ple, if a packet has to move from source tile number 12 to
destination tile number 7 using mesh network of Fig. 1 (a),
the path could be through tiles 12-13-14-15-11-7. However,
the path is through tiles 12-9-6-7 when network of Fig. 7 (a)
is used, this saves time by routing through fewer tiles and
also allows the free channels/paths for other communica-
tions. Higher throughput and smaller latency is confirmed
through simulations on this architecture.

Routing algorithm for this architecture is called cross-
routing and is given in Fig. 9 (a). While moving a packet,
the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of source and destination
tiles are compared. If both x- and y-coordinates of source

and destination tiles are not equal, packet is moved in z-
direction (using NE, SE, NW or SW channels), else packet
moves in either x- or y-direction depending on whether the
x-coordinate or y-coordinate of source tile is equal to that
of destination tile. We make use of turn model to avoid
deadlocks. The case of a two-dimensional (2D) mesh in
Fig. 9 (b) uses the turn model. There are eight possible
turns and two possible abstract cycles. If the turns are not
restricted, cycles among packets may result. The XY rout-
ing algorithm prevents deadlock by prohibiting four of the
turns, as shown in Fig. 9 (b, ii). The remaining four turns
cannot form a cycle, but neither do they allow any adaptive-
ness. The concept behind the turn model is to prohibit the
smallest number of turns such that cycles are prevented. In
fact, for a 2D mesh, only two turns need to be prohibited.
Six turns are allowed in the west-first routing algorithm:
a packet is routed in the west first, if necessary, and then
adaptively south, east, and north. The two turns prohibited
in Fig. 9 (b, iii) are the two turns to the west. Therefore, to
travel west, a packet must begin in that direction[18].

The proposed cross-routing is free of dead-locks since it
does not form loops, third turn is prohibited so that a packet
reaches the destination by taking maximum two turns, one
in z-direction and other in x- or y-direction. For a better
understanding, algorithm is divided into 3 parts as shown in
Fig. 9 (c) below. Explanation for part (1) and (2) of routing
algorithm is presented, whereas part (3) is self explanatory.
While moving a packet, the x-coordinate and y-coordinate
of source and destination tiles are compared. If both x-
and y-coordinates of source and destination tiles are not
equal, packet is moved in z-direction (using NE, or SE (ie.,
part (1)) and NW or SW channels (ie., part (2)) in Fig. 2),
else packet moves in either x- or y-direction depending on
whether the x-coordinate or y-coordinate of source tile is
equal to that of destination tile.

4.1 Experimental results and discussion
on the proposed scheme

The performance evaluation is based on standard 4 × 4
mesh network of Fig. 1 (a) and partially connected mesh
network of Fig. 7 (a). In Section 3, it was found that
fully adaptive routing was superior to all other routing
schemes. Hence we evaluate and compare the performance
of these networks on fully adaptive and cross-routing algo-
rithm. Also, we consider tiles of both the networks trans-
mitting packets at constant bit-rate (CBR) with random
destinations and at constant bit-rate with fixed destina-
tions. In CBR with random destinations, each tile behaves
as a source as well as sink, implying that it is capable of
generating as well as receiving flits. Each tile generates
CBR traffic to randomly chosen destination. For CBR with
fixed destinations, we consider an example shown in Fig. 10,
where, tile 0 sends CBR traffic to tile 6, tile 5 sends CBR
traffic to tile 2, tile 10 sends CBR traffic to tile 0, tile 11
sends CBR traffic to tile 13 and tile 14 sends CBR traffic
to tile 5. Fig. 10 (a) shows the possible path taken by the
packets to move from sources to fixed destinations on stan-
dard mesh network of Fig. 1 (a) using fully adaptive routing,
while Fig. 10 (b) uses partially connected mesh network of
Fig. 7 (a) with cross-routing.
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Fig. 9 (a) Cross-routing algorithm where “xco” and “yco” are x- and y-coordinates of source tile, “dest xco” and “dest yco” are

coordinates of destination tile; (b) Illustration of turn model[18]; (c) Illustration of deadlock free cross routing

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Constant bit-rate (CBR) with fixed destination on: (a) Standard mesh with fully adaptive routing; (b) Partially connected

mesh with cross-routing
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Performance of both the NoCs are measured on per chan-
nel basis. Traffic generation begins after 5 clock cycles,
and continues until 300 clock cycles. Simulation stops af-
ter 1000 clock cycles. Latency and throughput per-channel
for CBR with fixed destination are measured and plotted
in Fig. 11. Overall average latency is shown in Fig. 11 (a),
which is smaller in case of cross-routing (1.78, in clock-
cycles per flit) compared to fully adaptive routing on stan-
dard mesh NoC (2.13, in clock cycles per flit). Over-
all average throughput (see Fig. 11 (b)) is also higher for
cross-routing scheme (28Gbps) compared to fully adap-

tive routing on standard mesh NoC (24 Gbps). Similar
results are obtained for CBR with random destinations
and are shown in Fig. 12. The results in Fig. 12 (b) and
(c) show that for cross-routing the overall average latency
reduces by 60% and the overall average throughput in-
creases by 60 % in comparison to fully adaptive routing on
standard mesh NoC. This improvement in performance is
possible because lesser nodes are traversed during packet
transmission thus offering greater number of available
free channels which could be utilized by other communica-
tions.

(a) Latency per flit on per channel basis

(b) Latency per packet on per channel basis

(c) Throughput per channel

Fig. 11 Simulation results for fixed destination corresponding to Fig. 10: (a) Latency per flit; (b) Latency per packet; (c) Throughput.

Three results are shown in each case where first result is obtained for mesh network using fully adaptive routing, second and third

results are for the proposed network topology on cross-routing. Also in each case, second result shows measurements on east, west,

north and south channel and third result shows measurements on north east, south east, north west and south west channels
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(a) Latency per flit for random destination, other details remain same as in Fig. 11 above

Fig. 12 Simulation results: (a) Latency per flit for random destination; (b) Overall average latency for fixed and random destination;

(c) Overall average throughput for fixed and random destination

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have evaluated the performance of stan-
dard mesh-based NoC architecture and compared it with
the proposed partially interconnected network architecture.
We started by evaluating different routing algorithms and
switching schemes on a standard mesh topology and then
proposed a partially interconnected mesh topology with
cross-routing algorithm. From the performance compari-
son, it was found that the proposed network and routing
algorithm can be efficiently used for future NoCs. The
experiments were also performed on larger networks and
performance measurements gave significant improvements.
While the proposed topology provides some improvements
(e.g., increased bandwidth, decreased latency) over stan-
dard mesh, it effectively duplicates the number of links mak-
ing switches expensive. Another limitation with the cross
routing algorithm is that it uses diagonal links heavily as
compared to X-Y links. It is also expected that this topol-
ogy could increase the die area and power consumption but
still it can be useful for high speed applications with some
compromise in power and area.
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